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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three of these are enterprise parameters? (Choose three.)
A. User search limit
B. Enable Call Detail Records
C. Enable Dependency Records
D. codecs parameters for voice media-streaming applications
E. phone URL parameters
F. T302 parameter
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician is connecting a PoE enabled phone and needs to run the drop from the switch that
is 55 meters (180.4 feet) away. Which of the following cable types would be the MOST suitable
for this purpose?
A. CAT6
B. Coaxial
C. Fiber
D. CAT3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In Solaris 10, boot messages are much less verbose than in previous versions of Solaris. As you
troubleshoot your server, you would like to see more messages displayed on your console
during the boot process. Which describes how to permanently configure your server so that the

bootup messages are more verbose?
A. Use svcadm to set options/logging to verbose on options/milestone restarter:default
B. boot -m verbose ; the default boot behavior in SMF is to be less verbose and cannot be
changed permanently in SMF.
C. Use svcprop to set options/logging to verbose on options/milestone restarter:default
D. Use svccfg to set options/logging to verbose on system/svc/restarter:default
Answer: D
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